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Questions surround rehiring
Amid sex harassment query
at previous job, ex-official
rejoins county payroll
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A prominent Sonoma County official was rehired by the county while
he was the subject of an active state
investigation into a sexual harassment complaint at his previous job,
raising questions about the hiring

process.
County officials say they did not
know that Jim Leddy, a fixture in
North Bay government and political
circles for two decades, had been accused by a 29-year-old female subordinate of a wide range of inappropriate behavior during his brief tenure
as Mono County administrator.
Leddy, who was hired in May to
serve as a special projects director
for Sonoma County’s Community
Development Commission, declined
to address the allegations of sexual
harassment.

TIMELINE: A look at the sequence of
events between Jim Leddy’s departure
from Sonoma County and his return / A7
“It’s a personnel matter, and I’m
not going to talk about it,” he said.
Neither the woman nor her attorney would comment on the allegations. In her complaint, the office
manager claims Leddy engaged in
harassing behavior soon after he
arrived in Mono County on June 10,
2013. Before that, Leddy had worked
in a number of governmental roles

in Santa Rosa and Sonoma County,
most recently as a deputy county administrator.
Beginning that June and continuing for what the employee said was a
year and a half, the woman reported
that she was regularly subjected to
lewd remarks and sexually charged
propositions by Leddy. The interactions included trying to guess her
bra size, telling her to come to his
house when his wife was away, inviting her to take a bath with him and
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“A young redwood forest is just about the best place
on Earth to sequester carbon.”

Forests generate cash
via carbon credits
CHRIS KELLY, California program director for The Conservation Fund

Sheikh Nimr al-Nimr

Killing
of cleric
sparks
outrage
In Iran, protests over
Saudi execution of Shiite
activist turn violent
By BEN HUBBARD
NEW YORK TIMES
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FOREST’S NEW ROLE: Chris Kelly of The Conservation Fund last week tours a redwood grove cut decades ago at the former Preservation Ranch near Annapolis. More
than $2 million in carbon credits have been sold for the ranch, now renamed Buckeye Forest, since it was purchased in 2013 by the fund for that purpose.

North Coast trees make money, help curb greenhouse gases
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

hey say money doesn’t grow on trees, but a nearly
75,000-acre swath of redwood and fir forests blanketing the wildlands of Sonoma and Mendocino
counties is generating millions of dollars as it contributes
to California’s ambitious campaign to curb greenhouse gas
emissions.
In a reversal of forest profiteering that dates back to the
mid-1800s, the trees are making landowners money by staying upright and growing fast on damp coastal hills where
vegetation thrives and few humans set foot.
The Conservation Fund, a Virginia-based nonprofit, has
since 2008 sold more than $36 million worth of a new forest
commodity called carbon credits, also known as carbon offsets, which represent 4 million metric tons of greenhouse
gases sequestered, or stored, by forests that in turn must be
sustained for 100 years.
More than $2 million in credits have already sold for
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FOREST FLOOR: A mushroom sprouts from the duff last week in a redwood grove at
Buckeye Forest near Annapolis as sunlight filters through the towering trees nearby. The
forest is home to wild pigs, bears, deer, mountain lions and rare spotted owls.

A wife’s cancer breaks FDA logjam
Agency
working
closer with
drugmakers
to approve
lifesaving
medicines

Iranian protesters ransacked
and set fire to the Saudi Embassy in Tehran on Saturday
after Saudi Arabia executed an
outspoken Shiite cleric who had
criticized the kingdom’s treatment of its Shiite minority.
The cleric, Sheikh Nimr
al-Nimr, was among 47 men
executed in Saudi Arabia on
terrorism-related
charges,
drawing condemnation from
Iran and its allies in the region
and sparking fears that sectarian tensions could rise across
the Middle East.
The executions coincided
with increased attacks in Saudi Arabia by the jihadis of the
Islamic State and an escalating
rivalry between the Sunni monarchy and Shiite Iran that is
playing out in conflicts in Syria,
Yemen and elsewhere. Al-Nimr
was an outspoken critic of the
Saudi monarchy and was adopted as a symbolic leader by
Shiite protesters in several Persian Gulf countries during the
Arab Spring uprisings.
Saudi officials said the mass execution, one of the largest in the
kingdom in decades, was aimed
at deterring violence against the
state. But analysts said that the
grouping of al-Nimr with hardened jihadis was a warning to
domestic dissidents that could
ripple across the region.
The execution of al-Nimr
is widely seen as part of the

By GARDINER HARRIS
NEW YORK TIMES

BETHESDA, Md. — Mary Pazdur had exhausted the usual drugs for ovarian cancer, and
with her tumors growing and her condition deteriorating, her last hope seemed to be an experimental compound that had yet to be approved by
federal regulators.
So she appealed to the Food and Drug Administration, whose oncology chief for the past

16 years, Dr. Richard Pazdur, has been a man denounced by many cancer patient advocates as a
slow, obstructionist bureaucrat.
He was also Mary’s husband.
In her struggle with cancer and ultimately her
death in November, Mary Pazdur had a part, her
husband and a number of cancer specialists now
say, in a profound change at the FDA: a speeding up of the drug approval process. Pazdur’s
TURN TO CANCER » PAGE A8
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Mendocino County
Sheriff’s Office says victim
killed in New Year’s Day
fire was 2-year-old boy / A3
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